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FINALIST - 2016 IAN Book of the Year AwardsFrom the bestselling author of Things Go Wrong for

Me and Perhaps I've Said Too Much...In this hilarious, heartfelt and surprisingly useful book,

bestselling humor author and comedian Rodney Lacroix opens up about his failed romantic

endeavors and - more importantly - how you can avoid the same hysterically bad (and sometimes

wince-inducing/dry-heave generating) mistakes.Let's face it. Everyone can use a little help in the

dating and love departments. It just so happens that sometimes such help comes in the form of a

hysterical book that has a cover showing a teddy bear riddled with arrows and the word "Hell" in the

title.Written in Rodney's trademarked comedic style, Romantic As Hell gives some great relationship

advice like:- Why shouldn't I give a feral cat as a token of my affection?- Why you're not fooling

anyone with that "free back massage any time" coupon.- Which "romantic getaways" should you

avoid, and which one may result in having your own shoes thrown at you?- Why doesn't my man

wear his Pinocchio thong?- How can we keep the spark alive while parenting in a house with four

children who are all busy annoying the crap out of us?Each hilarious story is punctuated with

amazing illustrations that transform the book into a highly entertaining feast for the eyes, as

well.Forming a relationship is hard. Keeping a relationship is harder. But adding romance into that

relationship? Well, that can be a real bitch, can't it?Whether you're trying to find a mate, already

dating, trying to keep your marriage fresh or just looking for some new ideas, Romantic As Hell -

Tales of Woe, Tips of Woo by award-winning humor author Rodney Lacroix has got your situation

covered and is here to save the day.Rodney Lacroix knows two things: comedy and romance. As "A

Guide for the Romantically Challenged," he puts them together in a package that is sure to give the

audience some unique concepts and perspectives on affection, and a whole lot of side-splitting

laughter.
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Here's my best advice:Men, pretend to buy this for yourselves but buy it mostly to impress chicks

because they will read it and think you bought it for yourself to do all the awesomely romantic things

Rodney writes about, and they will go nuts. You'll get the benefit from just having bought it. You

don't even have to read it because, obviously, it's not the Sports Illustrated Swim Suit Edition. I

understand. The women will love reading it.Women, pretend to buy this for your men, because then

you get to buy a hilarious book for yourself, thus spending money on yourself while pretending to

spend it on him. And, as an added bonus, if you ever find yourself losing a fight, you can throw it at

him and say "Well, I bought you this book and YOU NEVER EVEN READ IT." This book will do a lot

for you.If Rodney told you you would fall in love with him and possibly touch yourself while reading

Chapter 4, don't believe him. He's just trying to sell books. Me? I get nothing. You can believe me.

This book is FUNNY.(Rodney can't see this, can he? I don't want this stuff going to his head...)

I had ordered signed copies of this author's previous two books Perhaps I've Said Too Much (a

Great Big Book of Messing with People) and Things Go Wrong For Me (when life hands you

lemons, add vodka) to give to my hubby for Christmas year-before-last - not only were *those*

books hilarious and guffaw-inspiring, but his personal note when he signed the books made me a

fan for life. Everybody needs laughter in their life, and Rodney delivers! When he cast a net to see

who he could snag to preview an advanced copy of this book, I was beyond happy to have been

bestowed the honor.I downloaded it to my Fire phone, and since we have a burn ban going on due

to our unusual drought, not being able to have a campfire and s'mores on our camping trip, at least I

had RAH to keep me entertained next to our barren fire pit. My friends and family thought I'd lost my

mind, sitting there next to the cold pit laughing like a crazy person.You can bet I've already



pre-ordered a paperback copy to give to my husband for one of his Christmas presents this year,

because he has the same kind of 'out there' humor that Rodney does - and you never know, maybe

he'll end up being inspired by some of the romantic tips that really are legit - and funny. Well done,

Rodney!

I had a chance to read an early copy of this. I shouldn't have started it at work, I laughed-snorted so

hard in the first chapter my coworkers came to see what I was doing and found out I wasn't working.

Very funny, and honest (maybe a little too much in spots, and when you get to the chapter about

Vegas you'll know what I mean), and definitely worth a read. Good job, Rodney!

I was lucky enough to get my hands on an early copy of this book, sent right from the author, cause

we're cool like that. Anyway, I'd have NO qualms telling Rodney that this book was misleading

nonsense, but it isn't. Sure there's a humor twist, but for all of that it really does provide relationship

tips that are ACTUALLY easy to follow. Not 1,405 things to do to keep him/her happy. Just some

simple things you can do that will actually make a difference in your relationship. I don't put my

stamp of approval on just any book, but this one has mine.

I was fortunate enough to receive an ARC copy of Romantic as Hell prior to publication and I am so

glad I had a chance to experience the humor and advice of author Rodney Lacroix. As a romance

author, I love hearing from men about their thoughts on love and passion. Rodney brings his unique

and funny point of view to this charming book of romance tips. A married dad, Rodney has a lot of

advice to offer, most of it strangely useful and all of it hilarious. Even if you don't require any help in

this department, just reading about the author's experiences will have you in stitches. This was my

first time reading any of Mr. Lacroix's work, and I look forward to reading more. Filled with

self-deprecating humor and lots of belly laughs, Romantic as Hell is a perfect read if you're looking

for something different. I'm pretty sure the author has cornered the market on this sort of book, and I

doubt anyone could deliver the funnies in the same way. The book reads like a diary in places, a

self-help manual in others, and is enjoyable from start to finish. And although it is aimed at men who

want to improve their seduction techniques and the art of lovemaking, I can't think of anyone who

wouldn't enjoy this rollicking read. As the author says himself, read this book because:"Worst Case:

You laugh.Better Case: You laugh AND get some tips that strengthen your positionin the dating

community or in your own relationship.Best Possible Case Ever: You laugh AND get some good tips

ANDmake your significant other's friends think you're amazing, thusincreasing the odds of a



threesome."

You can't just read Rodney Lacroix's new book "Romantic As Hell." You have to experience it. Let

me tell you my method.On the day the book arrived, I knew I had to be ready, so I had gone to Bed

Bath & Beyond (with my 20% off coupons) the day before. After Mike the Mailman dropped the

package (har har) off on my doorstep, I got down to business.I had a bottle of champagne chilling

on the coffee table, several sweet-smelling Yankeeâ„¢ candles burning on the mantle, and a Sade

CD queued up on the stereo. The lights were turned way down low, and as Sade serenaded me

with "Smooth Operator," I poured myself a glass of champagne, cracked open the book, and began

to read. I was soon overcome by a warm, tingling sensation that began in my stomach and radiated

throughout my body which I realized after a few moments was just my IBS flaring up. When I

returned from the bathroom, I got down to business (har har) and plowed through (har har)

Rodney's (har har) book (har).I've been a fan of Rodney's writing for years, and "Romantic as Hell"

didn't disappoint. What is often lost in discussions about Rod is that he's not only a funny guy, but

he's also a good guy (and a short guy). It's clear that he cares deeply about his beautiful wife and

his wonderful family, and, frankly, you'd be missing a pretty damn good opportunity if you didn't take

advice from someone who meets the world the way he does. I can recommend this book

wholeheartedly to anyoneâ€”single, married, looking, meerkatâ€”and know you'll love it.Just make

sure you stock up on Sade. And toilet paper.
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